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Introduction
UST Angelicum College turns 50 in academic year 2022! Envisioning an
Angelicum in the next fifty years is to be propelled by its innovative and
proud history, and  to be guided by its ambitious strategic direction while
being carefully tempered by the realities of the time, and the prognosis of
the future of both education and work. These factors underscore the spirit
behind TRIPLE A, i.e. Academic Advantage @ Angelicum. Triple A is Triple S, a
Safe, Smart and Sustainable UST Angelicum College. 

UST Angelicum has successfully navigated technology and geographical
divide, long before a subject module was a learning tool, and an online class
was part of the instructional process. In the backdrop of a national directive
for optional and gradual resumption of in-person classes and the desire of
the institution to introduce the next generation UST Angelicum College
education that this General Guidelines was developed. Identified as
Angelicum's Next Normal Guidelines (NNG), this document is an  off-shoot
of a well-oiled preparation phase that started during the 2020-2021 G.O.A.L.
or Guided Online Angelicum Learning initiative, and the articulation of the
Angelicum hybrid and flexible instructional delivery or A-Hyflex. 

 This modified Guidelines follows - up
on the department-contextualized
G.O.A.L. delivery that was implemented
for A.Y. 2021-2022, called Enhanced
G.O.A.L. Similarly, this Next Normal
Guidelines proactively integrates the
fine points of the circulars from the
Department of Education (DepEd), the
Commision on Higher Education
(CHED), the Technology Education and
Skills Development Authority (TESDA),
and similar circulars and resolutions
coming from the Department of Health
(DOH), the Department of Labor and
Employment (DOLE) and from the other
collaborators of the COVID-19 Inter-
agency Task Force for the Management
of Emerging Infectious Diseases (IATF). 



UST Angelicum Collge is learner-centered, and adheres to an inclusive and
diverse learner admission. The school accepts and respects the uniqueness of 
 every learner. It embraces and nurtures every child and adult learner in its
alternative and transformative Catholic Dominican academic family. Program
excellence is ensured  through the consistent practice of: A#1 Outcomes-based
and process-oriented Instruction; A#2 Collaborative Learning; A#3 Borderless
Classroom; A#4 Continuous Progression Format (BED); A#5 Mastery Learning
(BED); A#6 Personal Tracking of Progress; and A#7 No Marking.
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ANGELICUM 
HYBRID AND FLEXIBLE
A-Hyflex is UST Angelicum College's
hybrid and flexible learning modality.  
The hybrid component will be
reflected in the delivery of
synchronous classes. On the other
hand, the flexible character of
learning at UST AC will be reflected in
the disciplined accomplishment of the
curated and mandated school
modules, locked within the school's
official Learning Management System
(LMS). 

Hybrid learning is an educational
model where identified students
attend class in-person and on-site,
while others participate in the class
virtually from home. Learning
facilitators teach remote and in-
person students at the same time
using ICT-enabled tools such as video
conferencing and live broadcast.

Meanwhile, Flexible Learning
refers to a set of educational
philosophies,  systems, agenda
and processes that are created
with the purpose of providing
learners with increased choice,
convenience,  contextualization
and personalization of learning
approach and modality to suit
the learner's preference,
academic profile and situation. 

In particular, flexible learning
provides learners with choices
about where, when, and how
learning will occur.



Managing School Operations

Shared Responsibility

Alternative Work Arrangement 

Classroom Layout and Structure

School Traffic Management
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The value of inter-department responsibility and identified accountability will ensure the
success of the school's Safe, Smart and Sustainable thrust for its Triple A direction. Each
Office acts as hands and feet in the detailed implementation of the of this overall plan.
The plan, do and act process will be done in all levels to ascertain continuity and
modification, where needed. 

Work arrangement will be determined at the department level. This will be
submitted to the HRD through the head of each division, who approves any
modification in the work arrangement. The approved daily footprint in the
school  will be based on the institutional health protocol. 

The standard classroom layout is basic, technology-aided and population-sensitive. It is
meant to provide ease of implementation of the A-Hyflex instructional delivery, while
maintaining the health and safety of all inside the campus. (See Appendix)

UST AC will have its From Gate To Gate management of people traffic inside the campus
during any face to face class sessions, as well as regular office hours of physical reporting. It
will follow the foot traffic flow designed by the DMC Core Committee. (See Appendix)



Managing School Operations

Protective Measures, Hygiene

Practices, and Safety Procedures

Communication Strategy

Contingency Plan
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 UST Angelicum  policies, protocols and practices warrants a safe and sustainable learning
and working environment.  A detailed COVID-19 Policy Guidelines covers infection
prevention and control strategies with a thorough  hazard and risk assessment, and is
contained in a separate DRRCM Manual. (See Appendix - DRRCM Manual). The institution
shall  use appropriate combinations of engineering, technical  and administrative controls,
implement safe work and learning practices, and provide adequate personal protective
equipment (PPE) to prevent, mitigate and control possible in-campus exposures.

This Next Normal Guidelines is an issuance that articulates the A-Hyflex academic delivery that is set
to comemence in A.Y. 2022 - 2023. This is part of a general manual that covers Disaster, Risk
Reduction and Crisis Management system of the institution, where specific plans are manualized for
the following areas: 1) Covid19 Response; 2) Health and Well-being; 3) Safety and Sanitation; and 4)
Disaster Management.

The institution will ensure a seamless flow of communication of its plans and critical action
to its stakeholders and the general public, relative to its academic delivery and service
functions under the A-Hyflex Scheme. (See Appendix - DRRCMC Manual's Communication
Protocol part)  

https://www.osha.gov/shpguidelines/hazard-Identification.html


Focusing on Teaching and Learning

Learning Resources

Schedule of Limited Face-to-Face

Classes

Teacher Support
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The Guided Online Angelicum Learning (GOAL) is anchored on UST
Angelicum College’s commitment to providing quality education
that promotes transformative academic excellence and holistic
formation through innovations built on Dominican Catholic tradition.
GOAL is a dynamic approach to our rapidly changing educational
context, faithful to the Dominican virtues: Veritas, Caritas, Justitia,
and Fortitudo. Whether onsite or online, we are committed to the
principles of the Angelicum System: outcomes-based and process-
oriented, collaborative learning, borderless classroom, continuous
progression, mastery learning, personal tracking of progress, and
no marking. 

In the Angelicum hybrid flexible (A-HyFlex) learning mode, the
G.O.A.L. system will still cover the online instructional delivery.
However, in the A-Hyflex Scheme, class sessions and learning
activities are offered through the flexible combination of
scheduled in-person sessions, synchronous online classes, and
using an asynchronous and digital platform. This gives learners the
option to attend classes in person, online, or both, based on the
individual’s preference or the stakeholders' commitment to the
school’s COVID safety plan. By creating a flexible environment, and
integrating technology that allows learning to occur in multiple
locations at any time, it is ensured that there will be lesser
disruptions to the teaching-learning process.

UST Angelicum College

Beyond G.O.A.L.
Guided Online Angelicum Learning 
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Learner Needs 
The design provides alternative participation modes that are
meaningful and allows learners to participate in the mode of
engagement that works best for them.

Equivalence 
The modes, though not equal, provide equivalent learning outcomes.
All students are expected to reflect, contribute developing ideas, and
interact with their peers in the process of learning in whatever mode
they are in.  

Accessibility 
Students are equipped with the technological resources and skills to
equally access all participation modes. Universal Design for Learning
(UDL) principles are considered in the physical layout and learning
management system infrastructure. 

Reusability
Materials from learning activities in each mode are captured and can
be reused in other modes. Representations of in-class activities
(recordings, discussion notes, etc) are available online for all
students; activities produced by online students (asynchronous
discussions, posted files, etc) connect to the Learning Management
System in real-time.

UST Angelicum's HyFlex Design has the following principles: 

UST Angelicum College

Angelicum's Hybrid and Flexible 
(A- HyFlex) Design*

*Beatty, B. J. (2019). Hybrid-Flexible Course Design (1st ed.). EdTech Books
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001 Physical Lay-out

002 Learning Resources 
(Digital textbooks/online Library)

003 Multi-Media Equipment

The physical arrangement of chairs and other furniture
inside the learning station shall ensure proper physical
distancing. The number of chairs will be arranged with a
distance of 1-2 meters apart,  and will be equivalent to
the allowed number of learners in the learning station,
which is between 15 - 20 learners. Markers will be
placed to manage the flow of traffic in the learning
station and will use 2 separate doors for the entrance
and exit of learners..

The Fr. Edgardo V. Lomboy, O.P. Memorial
Resource Center with its continuously growing
collection of learning materials can be accessed
via https:// library.ustangelicum.edu.ph. In addition
Ms. Lib, UST AC's virtual librarian is one email or
call away at #MissLib:bit.ly/MissLib21-22 and
ask.librarian@ustangelicum.edu.ph 

  Large TV monitor
  Desktop / Laptop (Facilitator's and a general use)
  LCD projector & whiteboard
  Webcam with clear audio

The learning station and laboratories  will be equipped
with the following  multi-media setup to ensure the
simultaneous delivery of the teaching-learning process
for both the onsite and online learners:

1.
2.
3.
4.

004 Digital Modules
The learning modules which serve as the main
instructional tool are uploaded in the Learning
Management System used by the school, thus
ensuring that each learner will have an individual
online access of  the learning modules. Meanwhile,
assessments are also uploaded in the LMS and is
made available to the learners whenever they are
ready and prepared to take the test, following the
school's self-paced process.
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Laboratories
Utilization of laboratories to reinforce
hands-on activities during hyflex mode
of learning. A maximum of 12 learners
inside the laboratory will be allowed.
Presence of two adults to supervise the
hands-on activities: lead facilitator and
laboratory technician. 

005
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Well-Being and Protection

Personal Protective Equipment

COVID-19 Case Management 
          Note: Details on the DRRMC Manual - COVID 19 Response
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Health and Safety Kits

Sanitation and Disinfection Protocols

Supplies and Equipment

Provision for Health Kit Supplies for Employees  
Health Kits for Learners 
 PPE's for all  Health Services and Emergency COVID Response Team 
COVID Care Kits for Employees 
Structured QR generated Health Declaration  

Deployment of designated maintenance personnel per key area 
Compliance to FDA requirements on Disinfection and Sanitation Procedures 
Strict implementation of use of school facilities and common areas.  
Trained personnel performing cleaning,  sanitation and disinfection  

Adequate supply of alcohol in all areas
Provisions for  UV and  or Disinfection Machines
 Complete inventory of Clinic supplies and DOH prescribed standard requirements in various
types of COVID 19 management activities
Established partnership to  Diagnostic Centers ( Testing Facilities),  Ambulance Service and
Tertiary Hospitals
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COVID-19 Basics 
General Rules ( Must Dos, Case Finding, Detection, Isolation, Referral, Contact
Tracing, Discharge, Notification and Reporting, Absences and Entitlements)
Maintaining Health and Safety  ( Personal Safety Practices, Mental and Emotional
Well-being, Diet and Nutrition, Fitness) 
Specific Workplace and Campus Scenarios  
Housekeeping and Disinfection 

UST Angelicum College established its comprehensive policies, guidelines, and procedures
to proactively respond in the management, prevention, and control of the COVID 19
infection in the campus.  The COVID-19 Response Team, a subcommittee of the Disaster,
Risk Reduction and Cris Management Council of the institution was been created to ensure
that all activities were carefully planned and implemented to obtain a safe and secure
learning and working environment.  Led by the Medical Coordinator of the DRRMC, the
committee will be responsible for  all emergency management initiatives related to COVID-
19 cases, and evaluate their effectiveness for emergency preparedness, response,
recovery, and mitigation at UST Angelicum College.

The  COVID-19 POLICY GUIDELINES to all stakeholders covers the following areas:

-

COVID-19 RESPONSE TEAM
 

School Physician
Director for Academic Affairs 

Team Principal
Head, HRD

Head, External
School Nurse

Safety OFficer/ Head of Auxiliary 
Head, OSA

Faculty Representatives 
Student Council Representative
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Home-School Coordination

Preventive Alert System in Schools

(PASS)

Drop-off and Pick-up Procedures

In-campus Movement Lay-out (Foot

Traffic Flow)

             The IATF-mandated PASS which is implemented in the level of the   

              LGU will be followed. This includes Angelicum's Communication 

              Bureau. (See Appendix. PASS Flowchart)

           As part of the requirements to be included in the limited physical    

           presence inside the campus, learners and their parents/guardian will   

           be briefed on the new Drop-off and Pick-up Procedures. (See 

           Appendix. Drop-off and Pick-up Procedures.

           Stakeholders will be apprised of the new in-campus movement lay-

           out, showing areas of the campus that will be open for use, and a     

           from-gate-to gate foot traffic flow. (See Appendix. Foot Traffic Flow)  

UST Angelicum College
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A-HYFLEX SPACES
Classrooms and Learning Stations
Science Laboratory 
Computer Laboratory 
Speech Laboratory 
TLE Laboratory 
RTV Laboratory 
Case Room
Auditorium
Main Library
Chapel
School Grounds
Registrar's Office (by appointment/scheduled) *
Guidance Office (by appointment/scheduled) *
Office of the Principal/Dean/Chairperson (by
appointment/scheduled) *
Finance Office (by appointment/scheduled) *

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

Note: *The handling of financial transactions and other critical
student services will remain available online. Visitors to any office will
be limited to approved appointments only and within the identified
office transaction schedules. 
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HEALTH and SAFETY in
A-HYFLEX SPACES

Health QR codes are embedded in the school ID and will be
updated for attendance (upon entry and exit) and health
declaration.
Optional school service providers will be identified. Parents will
coordinate with these accredited school service providers as to
fees and separate transportation protocol. 
Waiting period for exiting learners will be up to 30 minutes only,
after dismissal period. Parents and guardians will arrange for the
timely pick-up of their child/ward from school.
Available food for learners is limited to healthy drinks and
snacks provided through vending machines. Learners who have
dietary restrictions and preferences will have to bring their own
food, to be consumed in the classroom or in the identified
common space, as scheduled. Food delivery is not allowed. 
 While the school will provide sanitation materials in all the
classrooms and common areas, individual health kits will be
required for every learner during their scheduled in-campus
presence.
Classrooms will be air-conditioned, with hepa filters. Windows in
the classrooms will double as exhaust funnel and natural
ventilation.
Laboratories will be air-conditioned and equipped with hepa
filters.
 Individual headsets in the Speech Laboratory will be used with
discretion. 
Health marshals will be assigned in every area
(corridor/building/ common area) to monitor everyone's
adherence to the health and safety protocol of the school. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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